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To documenting
gain a betterstudent
understanding of
interactions
(i.e.
notes).
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better
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The
results
of
that
survey
highlighted
of the current practices, the authors conducted a
the need
for guidance
best of
practice
for internal
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results
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discuss the ongoing challenges and wide variation in

internal notes, herein referred to as “notes.” This white

the variance in philosophy and mission of disability
resource (DR) offices and the multiple demands and
resource (DR) offices and the multiple demands and
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DRP’s.the
As arequired
profession,
we routinely
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gle to of
address
services,
caseloads
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to
address
services,
caseloadsAdmittedly,
are large,
large,
and the
DRrequired
offices are
understaffed.
mostDR
DRP’s
areare
unable
to draft Admittedly,
a comprehensive
and
offices
understaffed.
most set
of notes
every
meeting or event
DRP’s
arefor
unable
to student
draft a comprehensive
set of given
time constraints. Thus, the “best” notes will look difnotes for every student meeting or event given time
ferent and will serve different purposes from campus
constraints. Thus, the “best” notes will look different
to campus.
the variance in philosophy and mission of disability

and will serve different purposes from campus to

campus.
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databases for storing notes.

In this whitepaper we offer a best practices framework to aid DRP’s in note development that is ininclusion
for students
with disabilities. We
hope
that DR professionals
and of
formed
by a progressive
and
integrative
culture
administrators find this guidance helpful in planning for the time and effort
inclusion for students with disabilities. We hope that
necessary for effective notes, within an achievable practice for their offices.
DR professionals and administrators find this guidance helpful in planning for the time and effort necessary for effective notes, within an achievable practice for their offices.
In this whitepaper we offer a best practices framework to aid DRP’s in note
development that is in- formed by a progressive and integrative culture of
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Part I: Introduction
Defining “Notes:” Mechanisms for Internal Documentation
The Need for Guidance
External “Tertiary” Documentation

4

The purpose
purposeof
ofthis
thiswhite
whitepaper
paperisistotooffer
offer
disability reThe
disability
source professionals (DRPs) a framework for the need,
resource professionals (DRPs) a framework for the
development, use, formatting, and storing of notes.
need, development, use, formatting, and storing of
This framework should be used in concert with guidnotes.
This framework
should
used in and
concert
with
ance from
institutional
legalbecounsel
in keeping
with campus
and mission.
guidance
fromculture
institutional
legal counsel and in keeping

External “Tertiary” Documentation

Since
2012,
AHEAD
recognized
the changing
Since 2012,
AHEAD
hashas
recognized
the changing
landscapelandof
scape
of
reasonable
access
and
decision-making.
reasonable access and decision-making. AHEAD recommends
AHEAD
that DRPs
look beyond
traditional
that DRPsrecommends
look beyond traditional
third-party
documentation
when
third-party
documentation
when
determining
disabilidetermining disability and making determinations about the
ty
and making determinations about the provision of
provision of accommodations. In cases where external
with campus culture and mission.
In cases where external documentaDefining “Notes:” Mechanisms for accommodations.
documentation (e.g., psychoeducational evaluations, professional
tion (e.g., psychoeducational evaluations, professionnotes, IEP’s, etc.) are scarce or unavailable, internal
Internal Documentation
al notes, IEP’s, etc.) are scarce or unavailable, internal
documentation (the notes between the student and DRP) become
In
order
to
begin
this
process,
the
authors
defined
documentation (the notes between the student and
In order to begin this process, the authors defined and
Notes are necessary to record student-reported
and operationalized the terms. “Notes” and “internal critical.
DRP) become
critical. Notes are necessary to record
operationalized the terms. “Notes” and “internal
information
including barriers to or within courses, programs,
documentation” are used similarly in this paper. These student-reported
information including barriers to or
documentation” are used similarly in this paper. These
activities,
or
attitudes.
These notes
inform accommodation
terms refer to professional notes created by DRPs and within courses, programs,
activities,
or attitudes. These
DRPs accommodation
should review AHEAD’s
April 2012DRPs
publication,
terms
refer toinprofessional
created by or
DRPs
and
maintained
a databasenotes
management
filing
sys- decisions.
notes inform
decisions.
should
Supporting
Accommodation
Requests:
Guidance
on
tem that document
student-DR
interactions
deci- review AHEAD’s April 2012 publication, Supporting
maintained
in a database
management
or filing and
system
Practices,
which identifies
threeon
weighted
levels of
sion-making
regarding
the
approval,
provision,
and
im- Documentation
Accommodation
Requests:
Guidance
Documentathat document student-DR interactions and
tertiary
—for use in
plementation of accommodations. The term “internal documentation—primary,
tion Practices, whichsecondary,
identifiesand
three
weighted
levels
decision-making regarding the approval, provision, and
DRP
determination
of
reasonable
accommodations.
documentation” in this paper does not denote third aiding
of documentation—primary, secondary, and tertiary
implementation of accommodations. The term “internal
party medical, health, or counselor/psychologist re- —for use in aiding DRP determination of reasonable
documentation”
this paper
does not denote
third party
ports that DRPsinreceive
to document
disability.
accommodations.
medical, health, or counselor/psychologist reports that

The Need for Guidance

DRPs receive to document disability.

Effective practices
practicesforfor
creating
are routinely
Effective
creating
notesnotes
are routinely
taught

taught in professional training for counselors, social
workers, and other service-oriented professionals. The
and other service-oriented professionals. The field of
field of disability resources, however, does not require
disability
resources,
however, does
notdoes
require
formal training
or certification
and
notformal
offer instruction
best practice
notes.
training
or or
certification
and on
does
not offer instruction or
in professional training for counselors, social workers,

best practice on notes.

DRPsreport
report
a need
for guidance
regarding
DRPs
a need
for guidance
regarding
practicespractices
for internalfor
internal documentation
or “notes.”
particular,
documentation
or “notes.” In particular,
DRPsInseek
guidance DRPs
on

seekto guidance
on how
to bestinteractions,
document
DRP-student
how
best document
DRP-student
issues
regarding
interactions,
issues
regarding
access,
and
accommodaaccess, and accommodation decisions. Lack of guidance leads to
tion decisions.
Lack ofUnderstandably,
guidance leads
tohave
inconsisteninconsistencies
in practice.
DRPs
questions
cies
in
practice.
Understandably,
DRPs
have
questions
regarding notes including the amount of information to be included,
regarding notes including the amount of information
the tone, and the detail needed for quality notes. DRPs must be
to be included, the tone, and the detail needed for
able to provide an objective and accurate accounting of
quality notes. DRPs must be able to provide an objecstudent-DRP interaction in the event of a formal complaint or
tive and accurate accounting of student-DRP interaclitigation. Despite the emerging social justice focus of disability
tion in the event of a formal complaint or litigation.
resources, the work is rooted in a legal obligation to provide equal
Despite the emerging social justice focus of disability
access to students with disabilities under the Americans with
resources, the work is rooted in a legal obligation to
Disabilities
Act as Amended1
Section with
504 of disabilities
the Rehabilitation
provide equal
access toand
students
unAct
of
19732
.
When
complaints
regarding
discrimination
and lack 1
der the Americans with Disabilities Act as Amended
of
access
arise, quality
andthe
detailed
notes can safeguard
DR 2.
and
Section
504 of
Rehabilitation
Act ofthe
1973
professional,
the DR office,
and thediscrimination
institution.
When complaints
regarding
and lack of
access arise, quality and detailed notes can safeguard
the DR professional, the DR office, and the institution.

The AHEAD publication identifies the
three levels of documentation as:
• Primary Documentation: Student’s Self-Report
• Secondary Documentation: Analysis of DRP
Observation and Interaction with Student
• Tertiary Documentation: Information from
External or Third-Parties
Theinestimable
inestimable
value
the student
narrativetheincludThe
value
of theof
student
narrative including

ing theexperience,
disabilitybarriers
experience,
barriers
encountered,
disability
encountered,
and accommodation
and accommodation
history
is recognized
primary
history
is recognized as primary
documentation
in theas
AHEAD
documentation
in the
guidance.
The
guidance.
The narrative
canAHEAD
substantiate
(potentially
onnarrative
its own) a
can of
substantiate
(potentially for
onequitable
its own)
a need
need
reasonable accommodation
access.
The

of
reasonable accommodation for equitable access. The
impressions and conclusions formed through DRP-student
impressions and conclusions formed through DRP-stuinteraction or through the evaluation of previously effective
dent interaction or through the evaluation of previaccommodations serves as a secondary level of documentation.
ously effective accommodations serves as a secondary
The AHEAD guidance recognizes that experienced DRPs can
level of documentation. The AHEAD guidance recogutilize observations of students’ language, performance, and
nizes that experienced DRPs can utilize observations
strategies as appropriate metrics for validating the student
of students’ language, performance, and strategies as
self-report. Translating the aforementioned observations into notes
appropriate metrics for validating the student self-reis
a critical
part of creating
for decision-making.
port.
Translating
thedocumentation
aforementioned
observations
into notes is a critical part of creating documentation
for decision-making.

1 Civic Impulse. (2018). S. 3406 — 110th Congress: ADA Amendments Act of 2008. Retrieved from https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/110/s3406
2 Civic Impulse. (2018). H.R. 8070 — 93rd Congress: Rehabilitation Act. Retrieved from https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/93/hr8070
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Part II: Survey and Results
Disability Resource Professionals Current Practices

6

Background and Methods

Write own notes in narrative
format (50%)

In the
thesummer
summerofof2017,
2017,
a surveydeveloped
developed
by Enjie
In
a survey1
by Enjie

Document somewhere in
between everything and only
the most critical (48%)

1

Hall, Lisa M. Meeks, and Adam Meyer was distributed
via three listservs: the AHEAD members’ listserv, the
via three listservs: the AHEAD members’ listserv, the
Disabled Support Services in Higher Education (DSSDisabled
Support
in Higher
Education Access
(DSSHE)
HE) listserv,
and Services
the Coalition
for Disability
in
Health Science
and Medical
Education
(The in
Coalition)
listserv,
and the Coalition
for Disability
Access
Health
listserv
to
gain
a
better
understanding
of
the
current
Science and Medical Education (The Coalition) listserv
practices and concerns regarding notes. 157 responses
to gain a better understanding of the current practices
were received.
Hall, Lisa M. Meeks, and Adam Meyer was distributed

and concerns regarding notes. 157 responses were
received.

DRPs Current Practices
Data from the 2017 survey yielded a variety of practices for noting interactions. Most DRPs reported utilizing
a lack of time and high caseloads kept them from maintaining robust notes. With an average active
email
as aofprimary
means
of upwards
documenting
DRP-student
student
caseload
164 2 students,
some reaching
of 600, DRPs report
being limited how,
and
to what extent, they
document
their interactions.
As a result,
interactions
are reported
interaction.
DRPs
also
reported
thatverya few
lack
of time
and
in detail and DRPs often focus their documentation efforts on the most critical and potentially
high caseloads kept them from maintaining robust
litigious situations.
notes. With an average active student caseload of 164
2
students, some reaching upwards of 600, DRPs report
being limited how, and to what extent, they document
their interactions. As a result, very few interactions
are reported in detail and DRPs often focus their documentation efforts on the most critical and potentially
litigious situations.
Data from the 2017 survey yielded a variety of practices for noting interactions. Most DRPs reported

utilizing email as a primary means of documenting DRP-student interaction. DRPs also reported that

Only document student interactions deemed most critical, most
urgent, and most likely to lead to
complaints (8%)
Document all student interactions.
(40%)

Current Practices for Documenting
Student Interactions
Require students to complete
a responsibility/procedural
aggreement form (47%)
Utilize a student handbook (10%)
Send students a follow-up email
with responsibilities to be managed (14%)

Methods of Documenting Student
Responsibilities for Managing
Accommodations
Lack of Time (66%)
Utilize Email (72%)
Guidelines set by institution
and/or state (34%)

Results
Respondents were encouraged to provide more than
one response when appropriate; therefore, many of
the percentages reported exceed 100%.

Factors in Creating Comprehensive Notes
To remind themselves of past
decisions during future student
interactions (95%)
Their Institution requires the DR
office to maintain notes (11%)
To use as a reference for other
professionals in the office (74%)
View notes as a means of protection in the event of future
complaints (90%)

Motivation or Basis for Recording Notes

Summary of the conversation
with the student (95%)
Reference the history of
accommodations used in other
educational settings (64%)
Include other professional observations and assessments beyond
decision rationale (66%)
State the rationale for access
decisions made (72%)
Provide disability, diagnostic information, and functional limitations
(74%)

Key Components of Notes

1 Survey can be found in Appendix C.
2 Scott, S. (2017). Disability Resource Professionals and Their Individual Work with Students. Huntersville, NC: Association on Higher Education and
Disability
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Part III: The Purpose of Notes
Benefits of Good “Notes”
Process Standardization
Institutional Memory and Continuity in Service
Working with Other Offices and Stakeholders
Judicial Boards and Title IX
Privacy Regarding Notes and FERPA
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Notes and
andemails
emailsserve
serveasasaarecord
recordofof
communication
Notes
communication

between the student and DRP; they also serve as a rebetween the student and DRP; they also serve as a
cord of the interactive process. Comprehensive notes
record of the interactive process. Comprehensive notes
summarize third party documentation with emphasummarize
third that
partysupport
documentation
with emphasis
sis on portions
the student’s
requestonfor
accommodations.
thisstudent’s
way, notes
serve
portions
that supportInthe
request
foras a record
of the DRP’s analysis
third-party
(tertiary)
sources
accommodations.
In thisofway,
notes serve
as a record
of
such
as—documents
from
health
care
providers
that
the DRP’s analysis of third-party (tertiary) sources such
verify the student’s diagnosis and, in some cases, offer
as—documents from health care providers that verify the
thoughts or suggestions for accommodations that will
student’s
diagnosis
in some cases, offer thoughts or
mitigate the
effectsand,
of disability.
suggestions for accommodations that will mitigate the

Notes should
should
serveasas
a record
for critical
of
Notes
effects
of
disability.
serve
a record
for critical
pointspoints
of

contact including: initial appointments, ongoing appointments, communications to students regarding
appointments, communications to students regarding
decisions about accommodation requests, the prodecisions
accommodation
requests,
the process
cess for about
implementing
approved
accommodations,
evaluations
that approved
lead to denials
of an accommodation
for
implementing
accommodations,
request, asthat
well
as toconsultations
with faculty, staff,
evaluations
lead
denials of an accommodation
professionals,
or
individuals
in
which
the student has
request, as well as consultations with faculty, staff,
signed a release of information giving DRPs permission
professionals, or individuals in which the student has
to communicate.
contact including: initial appointments, ongoing

signed a release of information giving DRPs permission

Although
documenting
themeeting
initial meeting
is determining
critical for
Although
documenting
the initial
is critical for
to
communicate.
determining
eligibility
for services
appropriate
eligibility
for services
and appropriate
and and
reasonable

and
reasonable accommodations,
barriers
to fullbeyond
accessthe
may
accommodations,
barriers to full access
may unfold
unfold
beyond
the
initial
meeting
with
a
DRP.
As
the
stuinitial meeting with a DRP. As the student engages new curriculum
dentphysical
engages
newthey
curriculum
and physical
spaces,
they
and
spaces,
may encounter
new barriers.
Ongoing
may
encounter
new
barriers.
Ongoing
documentation,
documentation, including accurate and complete notes for each
including accurate and complete notes for each new
new barrier helps chart the student’s experience and provides a
barrier helps chart the student’s experience and protimeline of services and decision-making.
vides a timeline of services and decision-making.

Working with Other Offices
and Stakeholders
DRPs may
to provide
provideinformation
information
counDRPs
may be
be called
called upon
upon to
coun-

sel and support to a variety of campus constituents—
academic support, dean of students, residential life,
academic support, dean of students, residential life,
diversity and inclusion officers, judicial affairs, title IX
diversity
and inclusion
officers,
judicialAs
affairs,
title IX of
coordinators,
and general
counsel.
the number
students withand
disabilities
rises, and
complexity
coordinators,
general counsel.
As the number
of of
their cases
is notand
unusual
for a student’s
students
withincreases,
disabilitiesitrises,
the complexity
of
case
to
include
crossover
with
one
of
the
aforementheir cases increases, it is not unusual for a student’s
tioned offices. Accurate notes allow the DRP to provide
case to include crossover with one of the
accurate and appropriate information.

Judicial Boards and Title IX
Studentswith
withdisabilities
disabilities
require
accommodaStudents
maymay
require
accommodations

tions during a Judicial, Conduct, or Title IX complaint,
investigation, or hearing and may require the assisinvestigation, or hearing and may require the assistance
tance of the DR office in these procedures. Notes and
of
the DR documentation
office in these procedures.
and externalif
external
may help Notes
DRPs determine
accommodations
needed
to ensure iffull access to
documentation
mayare
help
DRPs determine
the
proceedings.
In
addition,
notes regarding
accommodations are needed to ensure
full access ato stuthe
dent’s
preferred
communication
style,
processing,
and
proceedings. In addition, notes regarding a student’s
other pertinent facts may help the DR professional adpreferred communication style, processing, and other
vocate for appropriate and effective sanctions.
during a Judicial, Conduct, or Title IX complaint,

pertinent facts may help the DR professional advocate
for appropriate and effective sanctions.

Privacy Regarding Notes and
Family Education Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA)

DRPs should
should
understand
the distinctions
within
DRPs
understand
the distinctions
within the Family

the
Family Education
Privacy Act
(FERPA)
asnotes
they
Education
Rights andRights
Privacyand
Act (FERPA)
as they
relate to
relate
to
notes
(Letter
to:
University
of
North
Alabama,
(Letter to: University of North Alabama, No. N/A [Family Policy
No. N/A [Family
Policy Compliance
Office 11/02/2004
]).
Compliance
Office 11/02/2004
]). Under FERPA,
notes developed
Under
FERPA,
notes
developed
as
a
written
record
for
as a written record for DR offices are part of the student’s
DR offices are part of the student’s educational record
educational record and can be viewed by institutional officials who
and can be viewed by institutional officials who have a
have a legitimate educational interest. Students are also permitted
legitimate educational interest. Students are also peraccess to their own educational records under FERPA including
mitted access to their own educational records under
notes and other records housed in their DR file including emails,
FERPA including notes and other records housed in their
observational notes, notes related to student-DR or student-faculty
DR file including emails, observational notes, notes reinteractions. On the other hand, DRPs personal notes intended as
lated to student-DR or student-faculty interactions. On
personal reminders are not maintained in the file and are not
the other hand, DRPs personal notes intended as perconsidered
educational
These records
sonal reminders
arerecords.
not maintained
in are
thenot
fileviewable
and are
by
students
under
FERPA.
DRPs
should
be
aware
that
their
not considered educational records. These records are
formal
notes canby
be students
used in discovery1
should complaint
or
not viewable
under FERPA.
DRPs should
be
litigation
occur.
Thus,
personal
reflections
and
judgments
should
aware that their formal notes can be used in discovery1
always
avoided. or litigation occur. Thus, personal reshouldbecomplaint
flections and judgments should always be avoided.

sel and support to a variety of campus constituents—

Best Practice Tip:
Document all rejections and
support decision in writing

aforementioned offices. Accurate notes allow the DRP to
provide accurate and appropriate information.

1 A pre-trial procedure in a lawsuit in which each party can obtain evidence from the other party or parties by means of discovery devices such as a
request for answers to interrogatories, requests for production of documents, and depositions.
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The Benefits of Good Notes
The top five reported benefits of notes based on survey results.

Process Standardization

In addition to documenting background, the interactive process, and decision-making— notes may be used
to standardize practice across DRPs and provide better service to students. Having a consistent template for
notes ensures a consistent approach for documenting accommodation requests across DRPs. For example, a
template for an initial meeting might include fields for student narrative, DRP observations, accommodation
history, and accommodation recommendations from medical/educational professionals, procedure overview,
referrals, and reference to the accommodation grievance policy.

Institutional Memory and Continuity in Service

Notesare
arealso
alsohelpful
helpfulininthe
theevent
eventofofemployee
employee
turnover.
Institutional
memory
is the
curated
knowledge
withNotes
turnover.
Institutional
memory
is the
curated
knowledge
within
an
in an organization.
institutional
fails, students
can experience
frustration
repeat
organization.
When When
institutional
memorymemory
fails, students
can experience
frustration
by havingby
tohaving
repeatto
critical
or

critical or sensitive information to new DRPs, who may not fully understand the history of or the key decisions
about a scenario. Keeping a strong institutional memory in the form of comprehensive notes improves service
scenario.
Keeping
strong institutional
memory
in the
form of comprehensive
notesby
improves
to theaccount
to the student
anda diminishes
dependency
on the
individual
DRP and saves time
offeringservice
a historical
student
andtodiminishes
dependency on
the system
individual
and updates
saves time
offering a as
historical
of actions
date. A well-managed
notes
canDRP
provide
andbyreminders
well. account of
sensitive information to new DRPs, who may not fully understand the history of or the key decisions about a

actions to date. A well-managed notes system can provide updates and reminders as well.

When exchanges between student and DRP are well documented, new professionals are better equipped to
resume the work of their predecessor, helping to ensure continuity of service for students. In larger offices,
notes also provide continuity between professionals when a student calls the office or attends walk-in hours
and their assigned DRP is not available.

Supervision

positive
practice
that builds
a cohesive
teamtheincludes
exchange
ofsupervisors
notes between
supervisors
AApositive
practice
that builds
a cohesive
team includes
exchangethe
of notes
between
and DRPs
to establishand

DRPs
to establishforexpectations
documentation
practices
and
decision-making.
DRPs’
notes
can provide
expectations
documentationfor
practices
and decision-making.
New
DRPs’
notes can provideNew
insight
into their
understanding
of the
insight
into
their
understanding
of
the
process
for
determining
disability
status
and
reasonable
accommoprocess for determining disability status and reasonable accommodations, helping supervisors catch errors early, before patterns or
dations, helping
supervisors
catch
errors early,
patterns orofcomplaints
Since
quality notes
can
complaints
arise. Since
quality notes
can contribute
to the before
overall performance
the DR office arise.
and DRPs,
supervisors
may consider
contribute
to
the
overall
performance
of
the
DR
office
and
DRPs,
supervisors
may
consider
using
notes
as a
using notes as a factor in performance review.
factor in performance review.

Documentation for Complaints or Litigation

Inthe
theevent
eventofofa acomplaint
complaint
litigation,
notes
provide
a recorded
timeline
around
student
and reIn
or or
litigation,
notes
provide
a recorded
timeline
around
student
actionsactions
and requests,

quests,verification
provide verification
that the interactive
processidentify
occurred,
identifyinvolved
individuals
involved and
or consulted,
provide
that the interactive
process occurred,
individuals
or consulted,
serve as a

and serve as a record of an accommodation determination and communication between the office and the
student. Notes may also contain email communication demonstrating a student’s understanding of the decialso
contain email
communication
demonstratingfor
a student’s
understanding
of the decision-making process and
sion-making
process
and their responsibilities
implementing
accommodations.
record of an accommodation determination and communication between the office and the student. Notes may

their responsibilities for implementing accommodations.
Preparationofofnotes
notesfor
forpurposes
purposes
documenting
compliance
is essential
an essential
element
ofDRPs
the DRPs
duties.
Preparation
ofof
documenting
compliance
is an
element
of the
duties.
Third

Thirdreviewers
party reviewers
(e.g., University
Office
Civiletc.)
Rights,
mayaccess
requiretoaccess
to the
party
(e.g., University
GeneralGeneral
Counsel,Counsel,
Office for
Civil for
Rights,
mayetc.)
require
the student’s

student’s file with little notice. Thus, notes should be stored and organized in a manner that allows quick access to detailed information—including denial of student requests, informal/internal complaints and appeals,
information—including
denial
of studentfor
requests,
informal/internal complaints
and
and dates
and dates documenting
the timeline
accommodations—from
application
toappeals,
implementation.
file with little notice. Thus, notes should be stored and organized in a manner that allows quick access to detailed
documenting the timeline for accommodations—from application to implementation.

Most important, a DRP’s notes should accurately and objectively represent the student’s interactions without bias.
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Part IV: Elements of Notes
Types of Notes
Critical Components of the Note
The Note “Buffet”

11

Notesdetail
detailmultiple
multiple
facets
of DR-Student
relationNotes
facets
of DR-Student
relationship

ship from initial inquiry contact to the final encounter.
from initial inquiry contact to the final encounter. Critical
Critical elements of notes include date, duration, and
elements of notes include date, duration, and purpose of
purpose of the meeting, and any necessary follow-up.
the
andthe
anyspecific
necessary
follow-up.will
The
naturethe
of
Themeeting,
nature of
interaction
dictate
breadth
and
depth of will
a given
note.
are
common
the
specific
interaction
dictate
theBelow
breadth
and
depth
types
of notes
critical
components
of
a given
note. and
Below
are common
types of
of notes.
notes and
critical components of notes.

Types of Notes
Inquiry Notes

Inquirynotes
notes
are records
of a student’s
contact
Inquiry
are records
of a student’s
first contact first
with office,
with office,
usually
byThese
phone
or email.
Thesesimple
contacts
usually
by phone
or email.
contacts
are usually
with
aregoal
usually
simple
the goal of
asking about
the
of asking
aboutwith
documentation
requirements
or

documentationanrequirements
or scheduling
an appointment.
scheduling
appointment. Sometimes,
however,
students ask
Sometimes,
however,
students
ask
extensive
extensive questions prior to an extensive initial or have questions
prior to an extensive initial or have extenuating circumextenuating circumstances that require a response via email
stances that require a response via email before they
before they can determine whether or not to attend your institution
can determine whether or not to attend your institu(e.g., Do you have accessible housing for graduate students? Are
tion (e.g., Do you have accessible housing for graduate
course substitutions possible for a math or foreign language
students? Are course substitutions possible for a math
requirement if you have a learning disability? How do I arrange
or foreign language requirement if you have a learning
accommodations for placement exams? In these cases, it is
disability? How do I arrange accommodations for placeimportant to begin a file for the student and keep notes on any
ment exams? In these cases, it is important to begin a
interactions.
is also a and
good keep
idea tonotes
note the
the students
file for theItstudent
ondate
anyofinteractions.
first
contact
and
any
need
for
follow
up.
It is also a good idea to note the date of the students
first contact and any need for follow up.

Initial Meeting Notes: Documenting the
Access Barriers and Accommodations

needs, for example, a flare in symptoms prompting a
change in accommodation, planned leave of absence,
difficulty in a course versus historical data. These notes
should account for any current or planned changes in
accommodation including implementation.

Notification of Policies and Procedures
Anemail
email
after
the initial
often
serves
as the
An
after
the initial
meetingmeeting
often serves
as the
reference
for
reference
new students
to understand
new
studentsfor
to understand
the general
expectationsthe
for

general
expectations
for
themselves,
the
DR
Office,
and
in
some
themselves, the DR Office, and in some cases, the faculty. Other
cases,utilize
the faculty.
Otherprocess
offices
utilize a standardized
offices
a standardized
or procedure
manual that
process
or
procedure
manual
that
students
sign upon
students sign upon receiving services. Whether
using emails
to
receiving
services.
Whether
using
emails
to
document
document “next steps” or using a signature page from a
“next steps” or using a signature page from a standardstandardized document, DRPs should maintain a record of the
ized document, DRPs should maintain a record of the
communication about DR policy and process in the student’s file
communication about DR policy and process in the
as a note. Such notes serve as a record of student notification
student’s file as a note. Such notes serve as a record
about accommodations agreed upon and the process to follow, for
of student notification about accommodations agreed
example, how to schedule an accommodated test or how to notify
upon and the process to follow, for example, how to
faculty of a disability-related absence. Given the critical nature of
schedule an accommodated test or how to notify facthis
and the potential
for an accommodation
to go
ultycommunication,
of a disability-related
absence.
Given the critical
unrealized
if
processes
are
not
followed,
notes
should
reflect
thean
nature of this communication, and the potential for
date
and method of the
alongare
withnot
accommodation
to communication
go unrealizedto ifa student,
processes
any
student concerns
or opposition
the process.
Notes
are of
followed,
notes should
reflecttothe
date and
method
considered
part
of
a
student’s
academic
record
under
FERPA
and
the communication to a student, along with any stuadent
student
may make
request to view
concerns
oraopposition
to their
the academic
process. record,
Notes are
considered
part of
a student’s
academic
record under
which
would include
these
notes, at any
time.
FERPA and a student may make a request to view their
academic record, which would include these notes, at
any time.

Initialmeetings,
meetings,
sometimes
called
the
by be
DRPs,
Initial
sometimes
called the
intake
by intake
DRPs, can
can be as
extensive
as educational
they include
extensive
they include
historyeducational
and history of

history and historyanticipated
of accommodations,
anticipated
baraccommodations,
barriers, requested
accommodations
riers,
requested
accommodations
in
postsecondary
in postsecondary education, history of any gaps in educational
education,
history
of any prior
gapsuseinofeducational
history
history
(planned
or unplanned),
assistive technology,
(planned
or
unplanned),
prior
use
of
assistive
technollevel of comfort and knowledge regarding educational program
ogy, level of comfort and knowledge regarding educa(especially important for graduate and professional students),
tional program (especially important for graduate and
future board or other planned high stakes exam accommodations,
professional students), future board or other planned
a review and analysis of submitted documentation, rationale for
high stakes exam accommodations, a review and analreasonable accommodations determined in meeting, and planned
ysis of submitted documentation, rationale for reafollow-up correspondence to faculty or staff. These notes serve as
sonable accommodations determined in meeting, and
the background from which all other notes refer. For this reason, it
planned follow-up correspondence to faculty or staff.
is
very important
to keepas
detailed
notes for the initial
meeting.
These
notes serve
the background
from
which all
other notes refer. For this reason, it is very important
to keep detailed notes for the initial meeting.

Ongoing notes

Best Practice Tip:
Document that student understands
policies and processes.
Critical Components of Notes
Historical Elements

Thehistorical
historical
perspective
can
as a justification
The
perspective
can serve
as serve
a justification
for providing
for providing
and as a appropriate
guide for
services
and as a services
guide for determining

determining
appropriate
accommodations
to
aid
in
decision-makaccommodations to aid in decision-making about eligibility for
ing aboutaccommodations.
eligibility for This
reasonable
reasonable
informationaccommodations.
can be gathered
This
information
can
be
gathered
through: student narthrough: student narrative, DRP nondiagnostic observation, and
rative, DRP nondiagnostic observation, and third-party
third-party documentation.
documentation.

After the initial meeting, notes on subsequent meetings
are often less extensive and focus more on the specific
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History of disability might include:
for a for
disability
through agencies
as vocational
•Services
Services
a disability
throughsuch
agencies
such as
vocational
rehabilitation,
centers
for the blind
rehabilitation,
centers
for the blind or
deaf, independent
living or
deaf,the
independent
living centers,
the
Veteran’s
centers,
Veteran’s Administration,
mental
health
facilities,Administration,
mental
healthetc.
facilities, board of deboard
of developmental
disabilities,
velopmental disabilities, etc.
information
such as when
student
wasthe
diagnosed,
•Medical
Medical
information
suchtheas
when
student
was diagnosed,
limitations
daily life
functional
limitations to functional
daily life activities,
impact ofto
medications
of that
medications
andtheside
effects,
andactivities,
side effects,impact
symptoms
have impacted
educational
symptoms
that
have
impacted
the
educational
experience, and frequency and duration of flair-ups or periodsexof
perience, and frequency and duration of flair-ups
exacerbation
or periods of exacerbation
The
student’s
account ofaccount
disability, historical
experiences
with barriersexpeand
• The
student’s
of disability,
historical
helpful
strategies
to
compensate/
self-accommodate
riences with barriers and helpful strategies to compensate/ self-accommodate
the student
has experienced
in the educational
•Barriers
Barriers
the student
has experienced
in the and
educationalenvironment,
and personal
environment,
using technolpersonal
in using
technology, orinparticipation
in
ogy, or participation in programs/activities
programs/activities
of assistive
technology
or auxiliaryor
aids
and services
•UseUse
of assistive
technology
auxiliary
aids and
services
including
alternative
and ormedia,
including
alternative
formats
and media, formats
use of mobility
use of
mobility
devices,
medical
devices,
or aidorofmedical
an assistance
animalor aid of an assistance animal
History of accommodations might include:
• Accommodations in the K-12 educational setting
through an IEP or 504 Plan
• Informal accommodations by teachers or instructors
• Accommodations at other institutions of higher
learning
• Accommodations on standardized tests
• Accommodations in the vocational setting
• Vocational Rehabilitation recommendations

Additional Information
The initial
initialmeeting
meetingisisthe
thebest
besttime
time
establish
rapport
The
toto
establish
rapport

withthe
thestudent
student
and
record
notes
include
a howith
and
record
notes
that that
include
a holistic
listic summary of the student as a unique individual.
Additional non-disability specific information can also
Additional
non-disability
specific to
information
help the DRP
to make referrals
resourcescan
on also
campus
help
to make referrals to resources on campus
or inthe
theDRP
community.
summary of the student as a unique individual.

or in the community.

Additional information can include:
• Major, minor, and career goals
• Support network including family and friends
• Involvement in clubs and organizations
• Financial landscape including financial aid and
scholarships
• Learning styles and tools for organization
• Academic strengths and weaknesses
• Living situation, living on campus or commuting to
campus

•
•

Current employment
Interest in tutoring services

Documenting for Experiential Learning
Inaddition
additiontotoaccommodations
accommodations
in-person
lectures,
In
forfor
in-person
lectures,
labs, recitation, and online courses, students may be
required to participate in experiential learning coursrequired to participate in experiential learning courses
es such as student teaching, co-ops, practicums, field
such
student teaching,
co-ops,
fieldinclude
work,
work,asclinicals,
internships,
etc. practicums,
Notes should
information
on anticipated
in the experienclinicals,
internships,
etc. Notesbarriers
should include
tial learningonsetting,
high-stakes
exams,
and concerns
information
anticipated
barriers in
the experiential
about
technical
standards.
learning setting, high-stakes exams, and concerns about
labs, recitation, and online courses, students may be

technical standards.

Elements for documentation in experiential learning
may include:
• Selective placement, restrictions to specific setting,
or other barriers in the environment
• Schedule restrictions, for example: No overnight
call
• Required or expected competencies or clinical skills
that require accommodation
• Concerns about safe patient or client care and how
these were addressed
for assistive
technology
(and possible
barriers
to its barri•Need
Need
for assistive
technology
(and
possible
ers to its implementation)
implementation)
• Need for ergonomics
Health
Information
(PHI) concerns
result from
there•Patient
Patient
Health
Information
(PHI)that
concerns
that
from the
use of assistive technology
usesult
of assistive
technology
• A record of accommodation implementation and
the stakeholders consulted to determine clinical or
site accommodations

Rationale for Decision-Making
Rationale for decision-making should be presented to
the student and captured in notes.
Elements for documenting rationale may include:
• The connection between the disability, the barrier,
and the approved accommodation
that cannot
be removed
accommodation
•Barriers
Barriers
that cannot
be through
removed
through accommodation
• Student refusal for eligible accommodation
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Accommodation Denials

ment that includes procedures for requesting and receiving
alternative media, note-taking, testing, interAccommodation denials should be communicated in back
to the procedures as needed.
person and in writing with a clear reasoning behind the preting/transcribing, and equipment loans. Having
procedures in writing allows students to refer back to
denial including:
the procedures as needed.
• Student refusal for eligible accommodation
for denial
(e.g., undue
alteration,
•Reason
Reason
for denial
(e.g.,burden,
unduefundamental
burden, fundamenDocumenting Concerns and Complaints
direct
unnecessary,
by the collectiveunsuptalthreat,
alteration,
directunsupported
threat, unnecessary,
Occasionally, faculty
facultyobject
objectto to
accommodations,
accommodations,
withwith
ported byand
thestudent
collective
documentation
and stu- Occasionally,
documentation
self-report,
etc.)
concerns that accommodations compromise course
dent self-report, etc.)
concerns that accommodations compromise course
objectives or pose fundamental alterations to the pro• Alternative options for access
objectives or pose fundamental alterations to the
gram. These objections necessitate consultation with
• Information on how to appeal the decision
program.
These
objections
necessitate in
consultation
with
the faculty
member
and engagement
the interactive
process
tomember
exploreand
alternatives
andinmake
determinafaculty
engagement
the interactive
Please see Appendix B for a chart detailing critical in- the
tions
to
uphold
or
alter
the
accommodation.
Notes
process to explore alternatives and make determinations
formation to include in notes.
for these consultations should include the names of
to uphold or alter the accommodation. Notes for these
all parties in the discussion, correspondence between
Barriers to Access
consultations should include the names of all parties in
the parties, a record of items discussed, and the subseis important
importanttotodocument
document
barriers
present
within
discussion,
correspondence between the parties, a
ItIt is
thethe
barriers
present
within
the the
quent
outcomes.
the
environment
and
the
impact
of
the
barriers
on
sturecord of items discussed, and the subse- quent
environment and the impact of the barriers on student
dent access. Notes should acknowledge the reported There are times that despite the best efforts a student
There are times that despite the best efforts a student is
outcomes.
access. Notes should acknowledge the reported barrier
barrier and note action taken to improve access. When is not properly accommodated. When a student alleges
properly accommodated. When a student alleges
and
note action
taken
to improve
access.
a
a student
reports
a barrier
to the
DRP,When
the barrier
is not
that an accommodation was only partially implementthat an accommodation was only partially implemented
student
reportsinaone
barrier
to the
DRP, the
barrier is often
often rooted
of the
following
areas:
ed or that the accommodation was not implemented
the DRP
accommodation
was not to
implemented
all,sitrooted
in one ofaccessibility
the followingissue
areas:
• A physical
(e.g., a lack of accessi- or
at that
all, the
has a responsibility
investigateat
the
ble furniture in the classroom);
uation
their to
findings
and the
the
DRPand
hasdocument
a responsibility
investigate
the corrective
situation
accessibility
concern concern
(e.g., a lack(e.g.,
of captioning
•A digital
A digital
accessibility
a lack on
of cap- and
action
to
ensure
this
does
not
occur
in
the
future
document their findings and the corrective action(See
to
videos);
tioning on videos);
Appendix
B:
Informal
Process
for
Investigating
Student
ensure this does not occur in the future (See Appendix
policy policy
challenge
(e.g., a course
•A restrictive
A restrictive
challenge
(e.g.,attendance
a coursepolicy
atten- Accommodation Concerns).
thatdance
poses apolicy
challenge
a student
with a chronic
thatforposes
a challenge
forhealth
a student B: Informal Process for Investigating Student
Accommodation Concerns).
with a or
chronic health condition); or
condition);
Attitudinal
barriers
including
a
lack
of
awareness
and
• Attitudinal barriers including a lack of awareness
understanding
about disability
(e.g.,disability
a professor(e.g.,
who refuses
to
and understanding
about
a professor who
refuses
toanprovide
extended
time
for an
provide
extended
time for
exam or asks
about the
disability).
exam or asks about the disability).
that includes procedures for requesting and receiving alternative media, note-taking, testing,

interpreting/transcribing, and equipment loans. Having procedures in writing allows students to refer

Referrals
important
to document
referrals
toinstitutional
other instiItItisisimportant
to document
referrals
to other

tutional supports or outside resources. In addition to
recording the date of the referral, DRPs should send
the date of the referral, DRPs should send an email to
an email to the student with links to recommended rethe
studentEmails
with links
to recommended
sources.
or referral
forms canresources.
be inserted into
Emails
or referral
forms
be insertedainto
notes
for
notes for
efficiency
andcan
to document
point
of contact
between and
the to
DRP
and theastudent.
efficiency
document
point of contact between
supports or outside resources. In addition to recording

the DRP and the student.

Procedures and Expectations

Email and
and notes
notesare
areaagreat
greatmechanism
mechanismforfordocumenting
documentEmail

ing student’s awareness and agreement regarding
policies and procedures, including the student’s reand procedures, including the student’s responsibilities.
sponsibilities. One mechanism for capturing this is a
One
mechanism
for capturing
is a department agreedepartment
handbook
or anthis
accommodations
student’s awareness and agreement regarding policies

handbook or an accommodations agreement
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The Note “Buffet”
A singular position on best practice for notes is challenging given the multiple demands and needs of DRPs. The
philosophy and mission of disability resource provision varies from institution to institution, record-keeping
practices in general vary widely, offices are often under-staffed, and each individual situation is unique in its own
right. Thus, the “best” notes will look different and will serve different purposes from campus to campus.
Whatisisproposed
proposedbelow
belowis is
a “buffet
menu”
of items
to consider
notes.campuses
Some campuses
may all
exWhat
a “buffet
menu”
of items
to consider
when when
writingwriting
notes. Some
may expect
pect all items from the buffet in all notes. However, most encounters will require only a few of the items from
the buffet. As with much of the work in the DRP field, professionals must make individualized decisions when
with much of the work in the DRP field, professionals must make individualized decisions when choosing from the
choosing from the buffet.
items from the buffet in all notes. However, most encounters will require only a few of the items from the buffet. As
buffet.

Note Buffet Item
Disability/Medical History

Disability/Medical History

Anticipated or Known Barriers
in the Environment

K–12 Accommodation Use
Previous College
Accommodation Use
Prior Use of Assistive
Technology
Level of Comfort and
Knowledge
Regarding Educational
Program

When to Incorporate
Generally included as part of the initial meeting note summary.
Historical information may need to be added in other notes if
student disability/medical status changes or new information is
provided. Historical content could include:
• Date of diagnosis;
• Impact of diagnosis;
• Student account of historical experiences;
• Daily, on-going, and/or intermittent personal experiences that
intersect with environmental barriers (such as slower reading
as part of a learning disability that impacts completing tests on
time);
• Personal strategies utilized;
• Technology or aids utilized;
• Disability agencies utilized;
• Details relevant to this particular situation.
Generally included as part of the initial meeting summary because
it aligns with why the student seeks access resources. This topic
may need to be added in other notes if the student reports a specific course barrier or access matter arises after the initial meeting.
These barriers are often addressed through the accommodations
identified as relevant for student use
Generally included as part of the initial meeting summary if
discussed.
Generally included as part of the initial meeting summary if
discussed.
Generally included as part of the initial meeting summary if
discussed.
Generally included as part of the initial meeting summary if
discussed (especially important for graduate and professional
students).
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Note Buffet Item

When to Incorporate

Future Board or Other
Planned High Stakes Exam
Accommodations
Review and Analysis of
Submitted
Documentation

Generally included as part of the initial meeting summary if discussed or if presented as a concern closer to the high stakes
exams.

Other Pertinent Information

Referenced in notes when the DRP needs to connect the dots between documentation information and access and accommodation
outcomes.
Additional
holistic
information
maymay
be gathered
during
the initial
meeting
Additional
holistic
information
be gathered
during
the initial

ormeeting
could beor
presented
other times
information
intersects
could beatpresented
at when
otherthe
times
when the
infor- with

mationthat
intersects
barriers that
to be addressed.
This in
barriers
need to with
be addressed.
Thisneed
information
could be included
information
could
be included
in notes
for general
notes
for general
information
purposes
or when
neededinformation
to support

purposes or when needed to support decisions and referrals made.
Examples of such information include:
• Major, minor, and career goals;
• Support network;
• Clubs and organizations;
• Financial landscape including financial aid and scholarships;
• Learning styles;
• Academic strengths and weaknesses;
• Living situation;
• Current employment;
• Interest in tutoring, counseling, student health, multicultural,
career, or recreational services.
Use
messages
DRP
database
tools
to to
communicate
to the
Useemail
email
messagesand/or
and/or
DRP
database
tools
communicate
to
student
the office
and procedures
relative to
the student’s
specific
the student
thepolicies
office policies
and procedures
relative
to the student’s
specific
situation.
These
notes
may
need
to
be
done
annualsituation. These notes may need to be done annually, especially if policies
ly, procedures
especially ifare
policies
and procedures are updated.
and
updated.
Use
emails
and/or
brief
notes
to capture
any any
subsequent
issues
presented
Use emails and/or brief notes
to capture
subsequent
issues
bypresented
the student
initialafter
meeting.
Thesemeeting.
notes canThese
often notes
be
byafter
the the
student
the initial
can
often
be
extremely
short
and
direct
at
the
specific
request,
barrier,
extremely short and direct at the specific request, barrier, or concern
or concern
presented.
notes
on specific
identify
presented.
Valuable
notesValuable
on specific
matters
identifymatters
the situation
and
the situation and the action taken to address the matter. DRPs
the action taken to address the matter. DRPs need to use judgment as to
need to use judgment as to when to capture the multitude of spewhen
capture
the multitude
of specific need
matters
are presented
cific to
need
matters
that are presented
on a daily
andthat
weekly
basis.
on
a
daily
and
weekly
basis.
It It
is is
important
to document
the barriers
present
withinwithin
the environment
important
to document
the barriers
present
the envi- and
the
impact of
thethe
barriers
onof
student
access.onOften
a DRP
addresses
ronment
and
impact
the barriers
student
access.
Often a
a
DRP
addresses
a
student
concern
by
responding
to
one
of
student concern by responding to one of these barriers that may these
be
barriers
that
may
be
helpful
to
articulate
in
a
note:
helpful to articulate in a note:
• A physical accessibility issue (e.g., a lack of accessible furniture
in the classroom);
• A digital accessibility concern (e.g., a lack of captioning on
videos);
•
A restrictive
policy
challenge
(e.g.,
a course
attendance
poli• A restrictive
policy
challenge
(e.g.,
a course
attendance
policy
that
cy
that
poses
a
challenge
for
a
student
with
a
chronic
health
poses a challenge for a student with a chronic health condition); or
condition); or
• •Attitudinal
barriers
including
a lack
of awareness
and understanding
Attitudinal
barriers
including
a lack
of awareness
and understanding
about
disability
(e.g.,
a
professor
who
refuses
to proabout disability (e.g., a professor who refuses to provide extended
time for
vide
extended
time
for
an
exam
or
asks
about
the
disability).
an exam or asks about the disability).
decisions and referrals made. Examples of such information include:

Other Pertinent Information

Notification of Policies and
Procedures
Specific Need Matters

Specific Need Matters

Environmental Barriers to Access

Environmental Barriers to
Access
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Note Buffet Item
Experiential Learning

Experiential Learning

When to Incorporate
When students are required to participate in experiential learning
courses such as student teaching, co-ops, practicums, field work,
clinicals, or internships, the access and accommodation outcomes
will likely differ from traditional academic experiences. DRPs
should consider documenting the what, why, and how of these
experiences by noting such relevant elements as:
• Selective placement, restrictions to specific setting, or other
barriers in the environment;
• Schedule restrictions, for example: No overnight call;
• • Required
or or
expected
competencies
or clinical
skillsskills
that that
require
Required
expected
competencies
or clinical
require
accommodation;
accommodation;
• Concerns about safe patient or client care and how these were
addressed;
• • Need
forfor
assistive
technology
(and
possible
barriers
to itsto its imNeed
assistive
technology
(and
possible
barriers
plementation);
implementation);
• Need for ergonomics;
• Patient Health Information (PHI) concerns that result from the
use of assistive technology;
•• A A
record
of of
accommodation
implementation
and the
record
accommodation
implementation
andstakeholders
the stakeholders
consultedclinical
to determine
clinical or site accommodaconsulted
to determine
or site accommodations.
tions.
In addition
the details,
rationales
for decisions
should
be An
In• addition
to the to
details,
rationales
for decisions
should be
included.
included.
An
email
to
the
student
with
a
summary
of
the
outemail to the student with a summary of the outcome may be beneficial
come may be beneficial and serve as a valuable note.
and serve as a valuable note.

Consults with Faculty/
Stakeholders

Referrals

Denials

Litigation

Use emails and/or brief notes to capture consultations with faculty, staff, or other stakeholders when addressing a specific access
situation. Occasionally, faculty object to accommodations, with
concerns that accommodations compromise course objectives or
pose fundamental alterations. These objections necessitate consultation. A valuable note on a specific matter with a stakeholder
identifies the situation, who was involved, and the action taken
to address the matter. DRPs need to use judgment as to when to
capture the multitude of specific need matters that are presented
on a daily and weekly basis
Documenting referrals to other institutional supports or outside
resources may be resourceful. Emails to students or referral forms
can be used as notes in addition to a manual note entry.
Document all situations in which a student’s access or accommodation request was denied and provide rationale for the decision.
This documentation may be best in the format of an email to the
student (and potentially the professor or other stakeholders) that
outlines the decision and the reason.
Document more routinely and thoroughly if a student has pursued
or strongly threatens the pursuit of litigation
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Part V: Examples of Notes
Eligibility Email
Welcome Meeting Summary
Initial Email (detailed notes)
Initial Email (capturing the highlights)
Eligibility Based on Student Narrative
Routine Initial Appointment
Denial of Services
Follow-Up Plan
Additional Accommodations
Collarborating with Faculty to Implement Accommodations
Allegations of Not Providing Accommodations
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Based on
the elements
elementsofofnotes
notesoutlined
outlined
the
previous
section,
examples
of notes
from
authors
are providBased
on the
in in
the
previous
section,
examples
of notes
from
the the
authors
are provided

ed below and offer the reader a variety of approaches. Readers will note that elements are weighted differently
based on the situation.

below and offer the reader a variety of approaches. Readers will note that elements are weighted differently based
on the situation.

Sample Note 1 – Eligibility Email
Welcome to (name of school). I have received and reviewed your application for services and am writing to
inform you that the information you submitted meets criteria for services. If you would like to complete the
process to utilize accommodations, please call our office to schedule your initial appointment by calling (phone
number). Please note that the initial appointment is required for you to be eligible to use accommodations
beginning at the completion of the initial appointment. During this appointment (which may last up to 2.0
hours), we will discuss history of accommodations and assistive technology that you have found to be helpful,
some of the differences between secondary and postsecondary education and/or professional school that you
may encounter, impact of disability and barriers you anticipate experiencing as a disabled individual, and what
accommodations and resources might be beneficial to you. We will also provide you with training to utilize the
accommodations as well as referrals to resources.
Please review the Student Handbook, found on our website at (web address) prior to your appointment. We look
forward to getting to know you and working with you throughout your academic journey at (name of school).

Sample Note 2 – Welcome Meeting Summary
DRP met
withstudent
studentforfor
Welcome
Meeting.
Student
a junior
studying
biomed
and transferred
a comDRP
met with
Welcome
Meeting.
Student
is a is
junior
studying
biomed
and transferred
from a from
community

munity college where she was using accommodations. Student was made eligible for services based on the history of accommodations approved by the community college.

college where she was using accommodations. Student was made eligible for services based on the history of
accommodations approved by the community college.

Student reported that she used extra time at her previous college. She reported that the time limit has been a
barrier for her exams so far at school here. Student reported that environmental distractions contribute to the
difficulty of her ability to finish the exam within the time limit.
Student also reported difficulty taking notes. She mentioned that it is hard to listen and take notes at the same
time. She reported that currently, she is audio recording class and reviewing the recording later when compiling
notes. DRP informed the student about notetaking technology options and student indicated that Sonocent
would be helpful. Training was provided by DR staff on use of this technology.
DRP approved
studentfor
forextended
extendedtime
time
(time
a half)
a distraction-reduced
environment
for exams,
DRP
approved student
(time
andand
a half)
in aindistraction-reduced
environment
for exams,
audio au-

dio recording and notetaking technology/word processor for class. Student identified as transgender and asked
for campus resources. She was referred to the multicultural center. Student was interested in tutoring services
campus resources. She was referred to the multicultural center. Student was interested in tutoring services so a
so a referral was made to TRIO.
recording and notetaking technology/word processor for class. Student identified as transgender and asked for
referral was made to TRIO.

Sample Note 3 – Initial Meeting (detailed notes)
Student:
Year:
Semester:
Courses:

John Doe
Freshman
Fall 2017
(4) Calc I, English 1, Psych 101, Spanish II

John Doe arrived 10 minutes late for his initial appointment. It was observed that the student exhibited rushed
speech and appeared distracted as evidenced by his inability to locate a pen/paper to take notes during our
meeting–he continually apologized for his tardiness and lack of preparedness. I gave him a few minutes to regroup then began our conversation. John reported that he was diagnosed with ADHD in the spring of his senior
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year (6 months ago). This was substantiated by documentation from his psychiatrist, who believes that John
experiences functional limitations in areas of attention, working memory deficits, dichotomous processing, and
executive functioning. Examples to support the above include: [insert]
John spoke
spoke candidly
candidlyabout
abouthis
hiscondition
conditionand
andindicated
indicated
that
currently
takes
Concerta
[__mg]
1x daily
that was
John
that
he he
currently
takes
Concerta
[__mg]
1x daily
that was

initiated this past summer with moderate success. Success was measured in his ability to filter his language and
actions; however, John reports that the Concerta did not improve his other executive functioning skills (e.g.,
actions; however, John reports that the Concerta did not improve his other executive functioning skills (e.g., time
time management, organization). John indicated he had worked with a Learning Specialist /Coach over the summanagement,
organization).
Johnofindicated
hadalso
worked
with athat
Learning
/Coach
over and
the summer
prior
mer prior to starting
at (name
school). he
John
disclosed
he is Specialist
a scholarship
athlete
is a recruited
member
varsity
Crew team.
The disclosed
team practices
(6am-8am) athlete
and hasand
weekend
regattas
almostofeach
to
startingof
at the
(name
of school).
John also
that hedaily
is a scholarship
is a recruited
member
the
weekend
in the
FallThe
andteam
again
in the Spring
Semesters.and has weekend regattas almost each weekend in the Fall
varsity
Crew
team.
practices
daily (6am-8am)
initiated this past summer with moderate success. Success was measured in his ability to filter his language and

and again in the Spring Semesters.
Whenasked
asked about
aboutaccommodations
accommodationsininthe
the
past,
John
indicated
received
so there
no informaWhen
past,
John
indicated
he he
hadhad
notnot
received
any,any,
so there
is noisinformation

tion about what has worked or not worked in previous settings. When asked if he had any thoughts about the
types of accommodations, he might need he stated more time for testing, flexibility with deadlines, forgiveness
accommodations, he might need he stated more time for testing, flexibility with deadlines, forgiveness for being late
for being late to class, and assistance with notes. He also mentioned he might need help with scheduling of exto
class,
and
assistance with
He also mentioned
might need help with scheduling of exams when
ams
when
commitments
to notes.
Crew interfered
with classherequirements.
about what has worked or not worked in previous settings. When asked if he had any thoughts about the types of

commitments to Crew interfered with class requirements.

•
•
•

We agreed that 50% extended testing time for all in-class timed exams is appropriate.
I recommended we look at small group testing for in-class exams coordinated by the DR office.
We discussed note-taking - we can approach this by using a recording device, via a peer note-taker for his
courses, or typing using a computer/tablet. John was excited to try the LiveScribe pen – Student was referred
to Terrell Jones, our AT specialist for training and coordination of these needs.
• Regarding
Regarding
tardiness
to class,
I inquired
his rationale
the request
John explained
did why
not
tardiness
to class,
I inquired
aboutabout
his rationale
for thefor
request
and Johnand
explained
he did nothe
know
know
- just that
something
seems
to gets
happen,
ortime
he gets
in time
and
alwaysI explained
late for things.
- just
thatwhy
something
always
seems always
to happen,
or he
lost in
and lost
is always
late
foristhings.
that
I explained that based upon his schedule and the location of his classes, it is not reasonable to assume he
based upon his schedule and the location of his classes, it is not reasonable to assume he would be habitually late
would be habitually late for the start of any of his classes. To create an accommodation to allow him to be
forhabitually
the start oflate
anywould
of his classes.
To create
accommodation
to allow
him to be
would
be tantamount
toan
lowering
the academic
standard
forhabitually
him, and,late
would
bebedisruptive
tantamount
to loweringenvironment.
the academicWe
standard
for him,
and, would
be disruptive
to the educational
environment.
to the educational
discussed
strategies
for better
time management
(e.g. alarms,
scheduling,)
and
I
offered
him
information
about
our
Time
Management
&
Study
Strategies
program
which
he
could
We discussed strategies for better time management (e.g. alarms, scheduling,) and I offered him information about
in to assist
with these
challenges.
ourparticipate
Time Management
& Study
Strategies
program which he could participate in to assist with these challenges.
• We discussed the impact of Crew on his exams etc., for his courses, I explained to him there is a varsity
coordinator in the Athletics Office whose job it is to assist with the rescheduling of academic conflicts due
to participation in Varsity sports. My office will reach out to the Coordinator in Athletics to inform them of
approved accommodations for the upcoming semester.
• We discussed extended deadlines for course assignments. I explained instances where this may be possible
and those that make this accommodation impossible to implement.
o
Psych 1 - possibilities (3 assignments, 2 papers & 2 exams) - will check with faculty
o
Calc 1 - unlikely weekly problem sets with answers posted 24 hours after due date with 3 exams
- will check with faculty
o
English 1 - 4 papers all drafts are workshopped with peers - will speak with faculty - could be im
possible due to peer review components - perhaps on final draft
o
Spanish II - weekly written and verbal assignments on CMS - will check with faculty.

Finally, we
we went
wentover
overthe
theprocesses
processestoto
implement
accommodations,
letters
are delivered
to faculty,
Finally,
implement
accommodations,
howhow
letters
are delivered
to faculty,
John’sJohn’s
responsibilities for notes and our hopes to develop a partnership with him while he is a student here. His summary email and expectations of the office will be sent within 5 days.

responsibilities for notes and our hopes to develop a partnership with him while he is a student here. His summary
email and expectations of the office will be sent within 5 days.
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Action Items for DSO
 Create & Send Faculty letters
 Make referral to AT Specialist
 Make referral to TMSS group
 Contact each faculty member about extensions on assignments
 Send copy of accommodation letters to Athletic Coordinator
 Notify Testing Coordinator
 Send request for volunteer peer note-taker (back-up to LiveScribe pen)
Next Appointment: 4 weeks

Sample Note 4 – Initial Meeting (capturing the highlights)
Student: Sam Lee
Affiliation Term: Fall Semester of (year)
(DRP met with Sam Lee for a Welcome Meeting on (insert date). His student ID number is #########. Sam is a
second-year majoring in finance. Post-graduation, he is interested in pursuing his MBA. He is a transfer from a
small liberal arts college and started at our college during the current term. Sam has an on-campus job as a tutor
in the Chemistry department and works about ten hours per week.
Sam is
withaaLearning
LearningDisability
Disabilityinin
Written
Expression
and
ADHD,
which
were
originally
diagnosed
Sam
is an
an individual
individual with
Written
Expression
and
ADHD,
which
were
originally
diagnosed
in

in 2008. He is not currently taking medication for ADHD due to side effects and is comfortable not using medication at this time. In high school, Sam utilized double time on exams, a computer for essay exams, and assistance
this time. In high school, Sam utilized double time on exams, a computer for essay exams, and assistance with
with note-taking.
2008. He is not currently taking medication for ADHD due to side effects and is comfortable not using medication at
note-taking.

His writing fluency and concentration deficits impact his ability to take quality notes, write effectively in a
time-limited setting, and focus in an environment with distractions. Sam reported that typing rather than writing
is more effective for essay exams and for note-taking.
Based on the student’s self-report and supporting documentation, accommodations agreed upon include double time on exams, distraction-reduced testing space – small group setting, computer/Word for essay exams, use
of computer for note-taking, and priority registration.
Sam shared during his meeting that he would like to improve his test-taking skills and study strategies so (DRP)
referred the student to the Learning Center for academic coaching services.

Sample Note 5 – Eligibility Based on Student Narrative
Student came in for initial appointment with DRP to get affiliated with disability resources. Student disclosed
that he has Cerebral Palsy (CP). He is a first-time community college student and indicated that he benefited
from special education services when in K-12 education. He graduated high school more than twenty years ago.
Student mentioned that he traveled to campus using the local paratransit bus since he is unable to drive due to
visual impairment. He stated that he has no use of his right hand so typing using a keyboard is not efficient. He is
familiar with dictation programs and finds them useful. Student reports using his iPad to take notes and compose
essays has worked well. Student recalls using extra time for exams and thinks he was eligible for double time.
His course materials and exams were provided as print enlargements during his K-12 experience. Student does
have a laptop and uses both built-in zoom and dictation features. He mentioned that he sometimes uses a screen
reader, JAWS, especially when reading long documents. When asked about preferred format, student indicated
that he prefers Word documents for course materials and exams so that he is able to enlarge the text on his own.
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He reported that 18-point font works well. The student mentioned that scantrons pose a barrier due to the small
font and requested to mark answers directly on printed exams.
The student was observed entering the office using a white cane. He walked with a limp and wore a brace on his
right leg. During our meeting, he pulled out his iPad to take notes and had his face close to the screen while using
high contrast mode. He used a combination of dictation and the iPad keyboard to input information. Student
appeared to have no function in his right arm and hand as he only used his left arm and hand to perform tasks.
We agreed
agreedupon
uponthe
thefollowing
following
accommodations:
extended
time (double),
forexams,
essay exams,
exams
We
accommodations:
extended
time (double),
DragonDragon
for essay
exams as
Wordas
Word document or printed and enlarged to 18 point, ability to write on exams in lieu of using scantrons, course
materials in electronic format, access to computer/tablet for in class assignments and note-taking, campus paraelectronic format, access to computer/tablet for in class assignments and note-taking, campus paratransit service,
transit service, and priority registration.
document or printed and enlarged to 18 point, ability to write on exams in lieu of using scantrons, course materials in
and priority registration.

Sample Note 6 – Routine Initial Appointment
This first-year, traditional student arrived for appointment accompanied by both parents. Disability verification
was submitted in the form of an IEP and current psychological assessment. Student self-identified with ADHD
and learning disability in the areas of decoding and written expression, as corroborated by the IEP, and the
psychological assessment verifies significant restriction in visual memory. Accommodation history indicates a
50% time extension and distraction-reduced setting for tests, test read aloud, test items simplified, and spelling
errors forgiven.
We agreed to time extension for exams, distraction reduced setting, reader for exams, use of spellcheck for
exams, and use of computer for in class assignments and note-taking. The request for simplified test items was
denied, with the explanation that this was a special education service, not a reasonable accommodation. The
point went unchallenged because student said they had not used that modification in several years anyway.
Therefore, I did not elaborate
Student was given an appointment for service orientation, at which time they will be given their accommodation
memos and accompanying materials for course instructors.

Sample Note 7 – Denial of Services
Studentarrived
arrivedfor
forappointment
appointment
accompanied
a sibling
partner.
self-identified
ADHD,
which
Student
accompanied
by by
a sibling
andand
herher
partner.
SheShe
self-identified
withwith
ADHD,
which
she

she indicated was newly diagnosed. She submitted a handwritten note on a prescription pad from her family
practitioner indicating only ADHD and verification that student takes Ritalin. Student stated she has difficulty
indicating only ADHD and verification that student takes Ritalin. Student stated she has difficulty finishing tests
finishing tests because her mind wanders. She said the medication helps her with filtering out external distracbecause
mind
She said
the medication
helps
with filtering
distractions,
but she still
tions, buther
she
stillwanders.
cannot seem
to focus
her thoughts
on her
matters
at hand.out
Toexternal
my prompt
on test outcome
today,
studentseem
said to
she
had her
notthoughts
failed any.
my prompt
onToher
school
test-taking
student
said
she
cannot
focus
on To
matters
at hand.
myhigh
prompt
on test
outcomeexperiences,
today, student
said she
had
could
not
recall.
To
my
prompt
on
how
the
physician
had
gone
about
diagnosing
the
ADHD,
student
said
she
and
not failed any. To my prompt on her high school test-taking experiences, student said she could not recall. To my
the doctor had a conversation and there was a brief list of questions. Student denied any limitations with regard
prompt on how the physician had gone about diagnosing the ADHD, student said she and the doctor had a
to family and social relationships or employment.
indicated was newly diagnosed. She submitted a handwritten note on a prescription pad from her family practitioner

conversation and there was a brief list of questions. Student denied any limitations with regard to family and social

relationships
or employment.
Studentrequested
requested
additional
for completing
which
said is an accommodation
roommate
gets.
Student
additional
time fortime
completing
tests, whichtests,
she said
is anshe
accommodation
her roommate gets.her
I denied
the

I denied the accommodation,
as I explained
toofstudent,
oninformation
the basistoof
insufficient
informationorto
verifyher
through
accommodation,
as I explained to student,
on the basis
insufficient
verify
through documentation
through
documentation
or substantially
through her
narrative
that she
wasthe
substantially
limited
by the
ADHD.
the diagnosis
narrative
that she was
limited
by the ADHD.
Though
diagnosis does
not appear
to have
beenThough
made through
standard

does notweappear
to have
been
made
standard
practices,
wetreat
nonetheless
notseek
challenge
the
physipractices,
nonetheless
do not
challenge
thethrough
physician’s
authority to
diagnose and
ADHD. We do
simply
verification
that
the

cian’sis,authority
to diagnose
andlimiting
treatinADHD.
Welife
simply
verification
that the
ADHD
is,general
for this
student,
ADHD
for this student,
substantially
some major
activityseek
compared
with the average
person
in the
public.
While

substantially limiting in some major life activity compared with the average person in the general public. While
we do not doubt student’s difficulties with taking tests as she describes, we have neither current indicators nor
difficulties to ADHD, and ADHD should impact more than just test taking. Furthermore,
known history tying her difficulties to ADHD, and ADHD should impact more than just test taking. Furthermore,
we do not doubt student’s difficulties with taking tests as she describes, we have neither current indicators nor known history tying her
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we do not even have information that there were any barriers experienced by the student at all, prior to this first
semester in college.
suggested that
thatififshe
shewishes
wishestoto
submit
additional
documentation,
weprepared
are prepared
to reconsider
her accomII suggested
submit
additional
documentation,
we are
to reconsider
her
modation requests.

accommodation requests.

Sample Note 8 – Follow-Up Plan
Identification of additional barriers and request for accommodation modification: Adilah is affiliated with DR
and is finding that her testing accommodation of time and one-half on exams is not fully effective in providing
access. Adilah is requesting an increase in her extended time to double.
Actions taken by DRP: Increasing the timing for the exam is not a difficulty for the institution since the DR center
administers exams internally. The extended time was increased to double and an email confirmation was sent to
the student and her instructors.
Follow-Upaction
actionby
bystudent:
student:The
The
student
agreed
to provide
additional
documentation
her medical
profesFollow-Up
student
agreed
to provide
additional
documentation
from from
her medical
professional
sional to verify adjustments to her medication to support the accommodation modification.

to verify adjustments to her medication to support the accommodation modification.

Sample Note 9 – Additional Accommodations
The student
studentcame
cameininfor
forher
herscheduled
scheduledfollow-up
follow-up
appointment
(insert
time).
The student
reported
that
The
appointment
(insert
datedate
and and
time).
The student
reported
that she
is
she is struggling to complete exams due to increased levels of distractibility because of medication changes and
increased occurrence of panic attacks. The student shared that she is rushing to finish exams and as a result,
occurrence of panic attacks. The student shared that she is rushing to finish exams and as a result, she leaves items
she leaves items unanswered or quickly fills in answers. She stated that she is able to complete about 70% of an
unanswered
quickly
fillstoinrun
answers.
that sheThis
is able
to isolated
completetoabout
70% oforan
exam but
before
she
exam beforeorshe
begins
out of She
timestated
and rushes.
is not
one exam
course
is happening during
multiple
exams
courses.
The
has or
distraction-reduced
spaceduring
and would
like to
begins
to run
out of time
andand
rushes.
This is
notstudent
isolatedcurrently
to one exam
course but is happening
multiple
add
extended
time
as
a
testing
accommodation.
Since
the
student’s
reasoning
is
directly
related
to
the
disability
exams and courses. The student currently has distraction-reduced space and would like to add extended time as a
information on file, extended time, (time and a half) was added to the student’s list of accommodations and a
testing accommodation. Since the student’s reasoning is directly related to the disability information on file, extended
new memo was emailed to instructors.
struggling to complete exams due to increased levels of distractibility because of medication changes and increased

time, (time and a half) was added to the student’s list of accommodations and a new memo was emailed to
instructors.

Sample Note 10 – Collaborating with Faculty to Implement Accommodations

(Student)
met
me concerning
a logistical
withina an
professor
in an
engineering
course.
This professor
ad(Student)
met
withwith
me concerning
a logistical
issue with issue
a professor
engineering
course.
This professor
administers
pop quizzes
ministers pop
quizzes
occasionally
the beginning
of class.
The
student
hasonhad
lately getting
toare
class
occasionally
at the
beginning
of class. Theat
student
has had problems
lately
getting
to class
time.problems
With his condition,
mornings

on time.
With
his condition,
mornings
difficult
joints and
needafter
time
to stretch
Student
difficult
when
his joints
and muscles
need time are
to stretch
out. when
Studenthis
scheduled
mostmuscles
of his classes
noon.
However,out.
he has
one

scheduled
ofhas
his spoken
classestoafter
noon. However,
he hasHe
one
class
at 10:30suggested
am. He has
spoken
to the
class
at 10:30most
am. He
the professor
about the quizzes.
says
the professor
he come
in earlier
to professor
get the
about
the
HeThe
says
the professor
suggested
hewith
come
in earlier
tocollects
get the
extra
time on
the quizzes.
The
extra
time
onquizzes.
the quizzes.
professor
reviews the
quiz content
the class
after he
them,
so student
is unable
to take the

professor reviews the quiz content with the class after he collects them, so student is unable to take the quiz
after class. Student claims the professor will administer about 15-20 quizzes during the semester. He will then
quiz grades. Quizzes make up about 15% of his grade. Student is wondering what options exist for this class.
count the best 10 quiz grades. Quizzes make up about 15% of his grade. Student is wondering what options exist
for this class.
quiz after class. Student claims the professor will administer about 15-20 quizzes during the semester. He will then count the best 10

I contacted the Testing coordinator and the Professor to see if there are any other solutions to the issue. After a
discussion with the professor, it was determined that the student will take the quiz in class if he arrives on time
or will be given five reflection questions to answer by the end of the day. This is an accommodation outcome that
will fit the needs of this course, but I explained that the student cannot expect this solution in other classes, as
it may not be reasonable nor appropriate in other courses.
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Sample Note 11 – Allegations of Not Providing Accommodations
Ricardo came in during walk-in hours. He reported that his professor is not providing him with accommodations. He
stated that he thinks his professor did not add the extended time and as a result, he only received the class allotted
time rather than time and a half. The student was not able to recall the amount of time he received on his exam
but did not think it was accurate. The professor was contacted to confirm the class allotted time and the professor
mentioned that the class received 50 minutes for the exam. The testing center confirmed the beginning and end
times for the exam and reported that the student received 75 minutes to complete the exam. An email was sent to
Ricardo confirming that he was properly accommodated, and he did receive his full extended time.

Sample Note 12 – Health Science Focused Initial
In the
theworld
worldofofprofessional
professional
health
science
education,
the stakes
get very
Multiple
parts make
In
or or
health
science
education,
the stakes
get very
high.high.
Multiple
movingmoving
parts make
documentation of decisions and actions very important. In these programs, a simple delay in services can be the
difference between success and failure in a course. When a student performs poorly in a course, it could mean
difference
and failure
in a course.
a student
performs
in aand
course,
it could
dismissal. between
Studentssuccess
at this level
of education
haveWhen
invested
significant
time,poorly
energy,
finances
andmean
dismissals
dismissal.
this level In
of these
education
have invested
significant time,
energy,that
andafinances
are often Students
met withatlitigation.
unfortunate
circumstances,
it is critical
timelineand
of dismissals
events canare
be
quickly
established
including
any
requests,circumstances,
determinations,
of accommodations,
often
met
with litigation.
In these
unfortunate
it isprovision
critical that
a timeline of eventsand
can response
be quicklyto appeals.
These
notes
also
serve
as
a
record
of
preemptive
work
including
preparation
and
notification
of needs
for
established including any requests, determinations, provision of accommodations, and response to appeals.
These
board exam requests, licensing requirements, discussions about the need to meet technical standards, and any
notes also serve as a record of preemptive work including preparation and notification of needs for board exam
concerns therein. Health science disability resources professionals require considerable time to document elirequests,
licensing requirements,
discussionsactions,
about the
to meet
technical
standards,
any concerns
gibility, accommodation
decision-making,
andneed
critical
exchanges
with
students,and
faculty,
and staff. DRPs
therein.
Health
science
resources
professionals
require considerable
time
documentand
eligibility,
must have
enough
timedisability
to properly
document
these encounters,
which serve
asto
a timeline
capture detailed
information. These
notes also serve
as aand
record
of exchanges
preemptivewith
work
including
preparation
notification
accommodation
decision-making,
actions,
critical
students,
faculty,
and staff.and
DRPs
must haveof
needs
for
board
exam
requests,
licensing
requirements,
discussions
about
the
need
to
meet
technical
standards
enough time to properly document these encounters, which serve as a timeline and capture detailed information.
and any concerns therein.
documentation of decisions and actions very important. In these programs, a simple delay in services can be the

These notes also serve as a record of preemptive work including preparation and notification of needs for board

exam
requests, licensing requirements, discussions about the need to meet technical standards and any concerns
Note:In
Note:
this example, the DRPs practice was to send notes to the students as a mechanism for checking in and
therein.
In this example, the DRPs practice was to send notes to the students as a mechanism for checking in and confirmconfirming all of the information. This note, therefore, is in the form of an email to the student.

ing all of the information. This note, therefore, is in the form of an email to the student.
Bill,

Bill,

was aa pleasure
pleasuremeeting
meetingyou
youtoday.
today.I wanted
I wanted
review
meeting
you
in writing,
to ensure
that I accuItIt was
to to
review
ourour
meeting
with with
you in
writing,
to ensure
that I accurately

rately understand your history and request for accommodation. Please look over the following and let me know
if there is any relevant information you wish to add or if any of the information is inaccurate.

understand your history and request for accommodation. Please look over the following and let me know if there is
any relevant information you wish to add or if any of the information is inaccurate.

July 28,
July
28,2013
2013 I met with Bill today and collected relevant history including: his history of
I met with Bill today and collected relevant history including: his history of postsecondary education accommopostsecondary
education
and loss.
medical history, focused on his hearing loss.
dations and medical
history,accommodations
focused on his hearing
Hearing Loss History

Billwas
was
born
and received
rightimplant
cochlear
implant
at2age
5,ago.
his His
leftright
2 years
ago.
His right
implant
is curBill
born
deafdeaf
and received
his right his
cochlear
at age
5, his left
years
implant
is currently
failing.
Bill describes
failing.
Bill describes
a “soft hearing
failure,”
meaning significantly.
that the functional
hearing
is decreasing
This
arently
“soft failure,”
meaning
that the functional
is decreasing
This loss took
a significant
downward significantly.
turn this June. His

loss took
downward
this loss.
June.BillHis
hearing loss
is further
exacerbated
by an
electrode
loss.hearing
Bill is
hearing
lossaissignificant
further exacerbated
by anturn
electrode
is scheduled
for corrective
surgery
during Winter
Break.
The gradual
scheduled
for corrective
surgery
during
Winter to
Break.
Theaccommodations.
gradual hearing loss, coupled with the recent decline,
loss,
coupled with
the recent decline,
explain
his decision
reassess
explain his decision to reassess accommodations.

Educational and Accommodations History
Billattended
attendedananoral
oralschool
schooland
andEnglish
Englishisishis
hisfirst
first
language.
high
school,
began
learning
ASL
secondary
Bill
language.
InIn
high
school,
hehe
began
learning
ASL
asas
aa
secondary
compensatory
approach
to
his
hearing
loss.
Bill
received
ASL
interpreting
and
note-taking
throughout
his uncompensatory approach to his hearing loss. Bill received ASL interpreting and note-taking throughout his
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dergraduate college
school, Bill
Billutilized
utilizedinterpreters
interpreters
given
undergraduate
collegecareer.
career.During
Duringhis
hisfirst
firstyear
year of
of medical
medical school,
butbut
given
thethe
lacklack
of of
signs for medical terminology, finger spelling was often substituted for signs. Bill felt that his fluency with finger
spelling was not proficient enough for learning and elected to replace interpreters with CART and note taking.
spelling was not proficient enough for learning and elected to replace interpreters with CART and note taking. During
During his second year of medical school, he relied solely on notes and CART for support.
signs for medical terminology, finger spelling was often substituted for signs. Bill felt that his fluency with finger
his second year of medical school, he relied solely on notes and CART for support.

The third year of medical school went well according to Bill, but he admits that his performance could have been
better had he utilized an interpreter during patient interactions and rounding. He completed the majority of his
rotations in clinics vs. the hospital, where it was less noisy and the patient interaction was one on one. During
his Ob-Gyn rotation, the hospital used an FM system to enhance speech during surgery. This coincided with the
beginning of his hearing loss (soft failure) and was not an effective accommodation.
In addition
additiontotoan
anFM
FMsystem,
system,the
thepreceptor
preceptor
senior
resident
would
review
surgery
Bill, explain
In
oror
senior
resident
would
review
the the
surgery
withwith
Bill, explain
the the pro-

cedure, and during surgery the OR team used notes to communicate with Bill. For example, during the teaching
if the surgeon had a question for Bill someone would write down the question, show it to Bill, and then he would
if the surgeon had a question for Bill someone would write down the question, show it to Bill, and then he would
respond. He passed the rotation, but again felt as if he had missed some material.
procedure, and during surgery the OR team used notes to communicate with Bill. For example, during the teaching
respond. He passed the rotation, but again felt as if he had missed some material.

Bill’s last
last rotation,
rotation,ICU,
ICU,became
becameextremely
extremelydifficult.
difficult.
noise
level
in the
presented
a unique
problem.
Bill’s
TheThe
noise
level
in the
ICUICU
presented
a unique
problem.
Bill’s Bill’s

ability to discriminate between sounds was compromised and he struggled in this rotation. His preceptor suggested that he enlist the help of an interpreter in all future rotations. The ICU rotation ended last week hence
that he enlist the help of an interpreter in all future rotations. The ICU rotation ended last week hence the last-minute
the last-minute request for an interpreter.
ability to discriminate between sounds was compromised and he struggled in this rotation. His preceptor suggested
request for an interpreter.

In order
ordertototake
takecalls,
calls,Bill
Billuses
usesananapplication
application
iPhone
a relay
service.
For making
outbound
In
on on
his his
iPhone
thatthat
actsacts
like alike
relay
service.
For making
outbound
calls,

calls, for example calling a nursing station, the user dials a number via the apps touchscreen display. A captioning
service is looped into a process that takes several seconds and the app then calls the original users device. Upon
is looped into a process that takes several seconds and the app then calls the original users device. Upon answering
answering the call, the user is connected to the other party, and the app then captures the text of the converthe
call, To
thework,
user is
connected
to the
and that
the app
then
captures the voice
text ofand
the conversation.
Tothe
work,
sation.
the
device must
beother
on aparty,
network
offers
simultaneous
data access. As
caller
is speaking,
an individual
is typing
thatsimultaneous
Bill can understand.
Using
phone,
without
function,
the
device must
be on a network
thatso
offers
voice and
data any
access.
As the
calleraistext
speaking,
an is not
effective.
Bill’s
pagers
have
all
been
text
based
to
facilitate
communication
with
the
hospital.
individual is typing so that Bill can understand. Using any phone, without a text function, is not effective. Bill’s pagers
for example calling a nursing station, the user dials a number via the apps touchscreen display. A captioning service

have all been text based to facilitate communication with the hospital.

Requested Accommodations:

Surgery
Bill is requesting an interpreter or CART for his surgery time. He is also asking that the attending review the
[missing word?] the planned procedure and patient history in advance of the surgery so that he is able to follow
along without relying on the presentation during the procedure.
Historically, Bill has been afforded a mechanism for communicating during surgery (pen and paper) and would
appreciate having this again as he felt it was helpful. Also, having the attending repeat pertinent information
from the surgeon (in the absence of CART or an interpreter) is requested. Bill feels that he will be able to hear
the attending if they repeat critical information.
Didactic learning
Bill requests note taking for his didactic educational experiences and grand rounds. He feels that he will not need
CART or an interpreter during journal club if his peers use a power point to present their article, as he can read
key words and follow along (asking for clarification if necessary).
Education
necessary
to alert
relevant
faculty
in each
hospital
(in advance
rotation)
to approved
Bill’s hearing
ItItisisnecessary
to alert
relevant
clinical clinical
faculty and
staff inand
eachstaff
hospital
(in advance
of rotation)
to Bill’s of
hearing
loss and
loss and approved accommodations-especially
with
regard
to the about
paging
system.
General
information
about
accommodations-especially
with regard to the paging system.
General
information
working
with an
individual
who is deaf/hard
of
working
with
an
individual
who
is
deaf/hard
of
hearing
is
also
helpful
as
it
alerts
the
team
to
practical
informahearing is also helpful as it alerts the team to practical information about best practices for communication and teaching an individual
tionhearing
aboutloss.
best practices for communication and teaching an individual with hearing loss.
with
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A Potential Model for Notes: SOAP Notes
A method
method
of documentation
utilized
by health
providersinand
maintained
in prove
a patient’s
chart
may SOAP
prove
A
of documentation
utilized by
health care
providerscare
and maintained
a patient’s
chart may
instructive
for DRPs.
instructive
SOAP
an acronym
that identifiesObjective,
four sections
of theand
note—Subjective,
Objective,
is
an acronymfor
thatDRPs.
identifies
four is
sections
of the note—Subjective,
Assessment,
Plan. Given the high
stakes andAssess-

ment, andstructure
Plan. Given
the high
stakes
and complicated
structure
ofmost
professional
school environments,
complicated
of professional
school
environments,
SOAP notes
may be the
efficacious approach
to documentation. SOAP
The
notes may
be the
mostthe
efficacious
approach
to documentation.
The subjective
describes
the patient’s
subjective
portion
describes
patient’s reported
condition
in narrative form including
the patient’sportion
chief complaint
(i.e., what
brought
reported
in narrative
formportion
including
the patient’s
complaint
(i.e.,the
what
brought
them
them
to the condition
clinic or hospital).
The objective
documents
objective,chief
repeatable,
facts about
patient’s
status
while to
thethe clinic

or hospital). The objective portion documents objective, repeatable, facts about the patient’s status while the
assessment portion contains information about the physician’s medical diagnoses for that specific visit (e.g., diThe last part contains the treatment plan, i.e., the responsibilities and planned actions of both the physician and the patient—including
agnosis: sinus infection). The last part contains the treatment plan, i.e., the responsibilities and planned actions
ordering labs, referrals to specialists, medications prescribed, and any procedures that were performed or planned during the visit. In
of both the physician and the patient—including ordering labs, referrals to specialists, medications prescribed,
this case, there is no treatment plan per se, but there is usually a list of items that require attention in a structured, time limited way.
and any procedures that were performed or planned during the visit. In this case, there is no treatment plan
These can be recorded under the P. While an adaptation of the SOAP model may work well for DRPs in health science or other
per se, but there is usually a list of items that require attention in a structured, time limited way. These can be
professional education settings, it is also a viable option for all DRPs since it is designed to record both perspectives of an interaction
recorded under the P. While an adaptation of the SOAP model may work well for DRPs in health science or other
(student and DRPs) along with the relevant facts of a student’s initial meeting and document any planned actions or decisions such as
professional education settings, it is also a viable option for all DRPs since it is designed to record both perspecthe decision to modify an accommodation.
tives of an interaction (student and DRPs) along with the relevant facts of a student’s initial meeting and document any planned actions or decisions such as the decision to modify an accommodation.
assessment portion contains information about the physician’s medical diagnoses for that specific visit (e.g., diagnosis: sinus infection).
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Part VI: Platforms for Keeping Notes
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A Potential Model for Notes: SOAP Notes
Recordkeeping across
acrossbusiness
businesssystems
systemsand
andprofessional
professional
disciplines
moved
from
paper
to electronic
platRecordkeeping
disciplines
hashas
moved
from
paper
to electronic
platforms.
forms. Today’s database systems permit storage of student documentation and notes, while facilitating quick
communication with institutional databases such as Banner and PeopleSoft. Some can perform management
communication with institutional databases such as Banner and PeopleSoft. Some can perform management and
and tracking of accommodated tests. Some send out automated email correspondence. Four database products
tracking
of accommodated
Some send
out automated
email
correspondence.
Four
database products
developed
specifically for tests.
postsecondary
disability
resource
programs
are available
commercially.
Each provides
developed
specifically
disability
resourcenotes
programs
available
commercially.
Each provides
an
an electronic
platformfor
forpostsecondary
creating and rapidly
retrieving
(see are
chart).
A review
of these programs
is outside
the
scope
of
this
paper
and
are
offered
here
to
make
the
reader
aware
of
their
availability
for
electronically
docelectronic platform for creating and rapidly retrieving notes (see chart). A review of these programs is outside the
umenting notes in a closed and specialized system.
scope of this paper and are offered here to make the reader aware of their availability for electronically documenting
Today’s database systems permit storage of student documentation and notes, while facilitating quick

notes in a closed and specialized system.

Product Name

Website

Accessible Information Management (AIM)
Accommodate
Clockwork Enterprise
Student Accommodation Manager (SAM)

https://www.accessiblelearning.com/
http://symplicity.com
http://clockworks.ca
http://www.amacusg.org/amacsam.php

Voice dictation software should be considered as the default method of text entry into electronic records, if
disability permits. Today’s speech-to-text/dictation software is fast and accurate with minimal financial cost and
ease of setup.
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Appendix A:
Essential Items for Notes
Should be Primarily
be Primarily Captured by
Captured by DR Staff’s Can
Professional Narrative Sufficiently-Detailed Emails
Essential: Thoroughly
Document

• • Registration
Meeting
notes,
Registration
Meeting
notes,

including
accommodations
including
accommodations

approved/denied,
the reasons
approved/denied,
the reasons

• • Approval/denial
for for
additional
accommodations,
Approval/denial
additional
accommo-

dations,
including
and (if denial)
including
reasoning
and reasoning
(if denial) grievance
process

grievance process
supporting the approval or de- • Critical conversations about the student with
supporting the approval or denial, and
nial, and any accommodations
faculty/staff
any accommodations
the down.
student
• • Student
notifications
of policy/procedure
changes
Essential:
the student turned
Student
notifications
of policy/procedure
turned
down.
Thoroughly Document • • Changes
Changesinin
student’s
docuchanges
student’s
documented
mented
diagnoses,
symptoms,
•
Requests for additional documentation
diagnoses, symptoms, or severity of
or severity of symptoms
symptoms
• Negative interactions related to
student’s accommodations

Not Essential

Not Essential

•

Positive interactions related to
student’s accommodations
•
Interactions
with
student,
pos• Interactions
with
student,
positive
itive ornot
negative,
or negative,
directlynot
tieddirectly
to
tied to student’s accommodastudent’s accommodations
tions
• • Check-in/recurring
appointments
Check-in/recurring
appointments
• Non-essential student details
(e.g. student involvement,
interesting facts)

• • Typical
transactional
interactions
withwith
students
Typical
transactional
interactions
stu-

(e.g.
request for letters)
(e.g. dents
request
for letters)
•

Non-critical conversations about the student
with faculty/staff
• • Referrals
forfor
student
services,
external
agencies,
Referrals
student
services,
external
agencies,etc.
tutoring, etc.
tutoring,
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Appendix B:
Process for Investigating Complaints
Date Complaint Was Presented to DRP:
Name of Complainant: (student name)
Name(s) of Respondents: (instructor name and/or entity such as testing center)
Date of Incident:
Time of Incident:
Summary of Complainant concerns with dates:
(Summary of conversation and/or insert written correspondence)
Summary of information provided By Respondent(s) with dates:
(Summary of conversations and/or insert written correspondence)
Summary of DRP impressions:
(Provide accommodation eligibility information and discuss academic requirements and barriers specific to the
complaint)
Outcome/ Resolution:
(Accommodationwas
wasprovided,
provided,oror
accommodation
provided
or agreed
alternative
accommoda(Accommodation
accommodation
waswas
notnot
provided
or agreed
uponupon
alternative
accommodations
tions
and
state
the
remedies)
and state the remedies)
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Appendix C:
Process for Investigating Complaints
Emailintro:
intro:I am working with a group of professionals within the disability resources field to explore the topic of
Email

I am working with a group of professionals within the disability resources field to explore the topic of internal office documentation and student notes (when to document notes, how much detail to include, and how
broadly or specifically to document a student’s experience). The goal of this analysis is to eventually provide
broadly or specifically to document a student’s experience). The goal of this analysis is to eventually provide
guidance
documentation
practices
for disability
resource
professionals
to usetoasuse
a as a
guidanceon
onrecommended
recommendedinternal
internal
documentation
practices
for disability
resource
professionals
benchmarkfor
forensuring
ensuringthat
that
quality
notes
recorded
maintained.
benchmark
quality
notes
areare
recorded
andand
maintained.
internal office documentation and student notes (when to document notes, how much detail to include, and how

To start the exploration, we seek your input via the following survey: LINK
Examples of question topics include:
What purposes does documenting interactions serve?
What are key components that you include in notes?
How do you document student responsibilities/student portion of interactive practices/acceptance of
accommodations?
At the conclusion of the 5 – 10-minute survey, you will be asked if you would like to be considered for participation in these exploratory discussions at the AHEAD conference in Orlando. A focus group of 20 – 30 people
will be created for large and small group discussion for further analysis
Questions:
How frequently do you document student interactions in some sort of student management system?
We document all student interactions
We only document the interactions that seem most critical, most urgent, most likely to lead to complaints, etc.
We document somewhere in between all interactions and the most critical
What is the biggest barrier to providing good documentation?
Time intensive among so many other works demands
Not sure of the best information to provide
Guidance from administrator or legal counsel to limit amount of notes recorded
Lack of electronic platform or filing system
Other:
Do you intentionally use emails as means of documentation by providing students rationale for decisions
within your emails?
Yes, always
Yes, depending on the situation
No, we have never considered using email as a means to document decisions
Do institutional or state guidelines influence what you include when documenting interactions?
No
Yes (briefly explain):
What is the order in which you place importance on the following components when determining reasonable
accommodations with 1 being the most important?
Third-party Documentation
Student narrative
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Professional judgement
University policies
Course/Program Requirements
Why does your office document notes in your management system or student filing system? (Check all that
apply)
To protect ourselves in the event of future complaints
To remind ourselves of past decisions made during future student interactions
University requires notes
State legislation requires notes
As a reference for other professionals in the office
Other:
What are key components that you include in your written notes? (Check all that apply)
Disability/Diagnostic information/functional limitations
History of accommodations used in other education settings
Summary of conversation with student
Rationale for access decisions made
Other professional observations and assessments beyond decision rationale
Other:
What elements do you gather for the initial meeting / initial process that you include in the overall file
beyond your written notes?
Documentation from medical professional
Initial student questionnaire
Initial phone/email communication with student
Communication consent information
Records from previous schools or testing entities showing history of accommodations
Other:
Which of the following methods do you use to document your interaction with students after completing an
intake?
Complete a form containing a prescribed set of questions with additional notes as needed.
A report in narrative form
I do not conduct an in person, phone, or Skype appointment as part of my intake.
Other:
How do you document the student’s responsibilities for implementing accommodations?
Student handbook
Responsibility/Procedural agreements signed by student
Follow-up email with responsibilities outlined in email
Students have no responsibilities we implement all accommodations for student
We do not do something like this.
Other:
If a “best practices” manual was to be created on how to best document student interactions for your files,
what elements do you believe would be essential?
What would you want to learn as a result of reading a paper about note documentation practices?
OPEN ENDED
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